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Ocean renewable energy (ORE) technologies, such as wind, waves, and biomass harvesting, have rapidly advanced and are proliferating around the world. This Article considers whether existing Law of the Sea sufficiently manages ORE development on the high seas and, if not, what type of regime would best effectuate a sustainable and just allocation of such resources. Part II introduces ORE systems, highlighting factors that will push ORE development further from shore out into the high seas beyond national jurisdiction. Part III considers whether the existing international legal framework for allocating ocean resources, principally the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (LOSC), can adequately govern ORE development on the high seas. In finding existing treaties and mechanisms are insufficient, this Part forewarns that disorderly development will likely lead to overexploitation and unjust resource allocations, potentially sparking geopolitical tensions and ecological disaster. Part IV explores alternative ocean resource management regimes, such as expanded exclusive zones for renewable energy administered by individual nations, regional organizations, and a global administrative authority. Parts V and VI conclude that a hybrid approach, which combines the most advantageous elements of each alternative, is necessary and exhort the United Nations to either call for a new convention or adopt a high seas ORE implementing agreement as an annex to the existing LOSC.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modern civilization relies on electricity to power everything from cities and cars to computers and commerce, yet the fossil fuels currently relied upon are insufficient to meet growing demands, unsustainable, and environmentally dangerous. The oceans offer alternative potential energy sources. New technological advances herald an ocean renewable energy (ORE) “renaissance” due to the advent of floating wind turbines, wave energy devices, and efficient marine biomass conversion processes.

---

1 United Nations Environment Program et al., 2019 Report: The Production Gap 8 (2019); see also Archana Dayalu, Why We Need Sustainable Energy, HARV. U.: SCI. NEWS (Dec. 15, 2012), https://perma.cc/ZCA3-4EJD (highlighting the dangers associated with reliance on fossil fuel as the world’s primary energy source; namely, the inability of a finite resource to meet growing societal needs, the unsustainable nature of the degrading impacts of fossil fuel extraction and toxic emissions, and the general environmental cost of climate change).

2 See Joshua Philipp, Boston Joins the Clean Energy Renaissance with Wind Facility, EPOCH TIMES, https://perma.cc/HB5L-K7ME (last updated Aug. 12, 2012) (giving an example of Boston entering the offshore wind energy generation market, made possible by new
With increasing demand, promising technologies, and a number of factors pushing projects further from shore, ORE development on the high seas beyond national jurisdiction is not a matter of if, but rather when and how. If left unregulated, disorderly development will result in inequitable resource allocation and environmental damage. Regulatory, financial, and energy plans for ORE resources must be coordinated to prevent irreparable harm to marine ecosystems and geopolitical disputes.\(^3\)

The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (LOSC) allocates ocean resources, such as fish stocks and undersea oil, among states; however, its drafters never contemplated vast ORE farms on the “high seas”\(^4\)—the open ocean beyond areas where the coastal state exercises jurisdiction over natural resources on the surface and in the water column.\(^5\) The LOSC’s silence regarding high seas OREs starkly contrasts with its detailed provisions for resource allocation in other maritime zones, including, for example, absolute coastal state resource control in the territorial sea,\(^6\) coastal state sovereign rights to living and nonliving resources outside the territorial sea up to 200 nautical miles (nm) from the baselines in the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ),\(^7\) coastal state sovereign rights to the resources of the continental shelf, which may legally extend up to 350 nm or more from the baseline depending on ocean floor topography;\(^8\) and shared international communal rights to mineral resources on the deep seabed, which is the seafloor beyond the continental shelf,\(^9\) managed by the LOSC-created International Seabed Authority for the benefit of all mankind.\(^10\) Silence on ORE in the LOSC means that default rules for the high seas resources allocation apply, thus the LOSC permits all states equal and extensive “freedoms of the high seas” in those areas beyond national jurisdiction.\(^11\) Consequently, the current Law of the Sea framework permits all states to develop high seas OREs but


\(^5\) Id. arts. 86–89.

\(^6\) The territorial sea generally stretches 12 nautical miles seaward from the coastline.

\(^7\) Id. art. 3.

\(^8\) Id. arts. 56–57.

\(^9\) See id. art. 1(1) (“Area’ means the seafloor and ocean floor and subsoil thereof, beyond the limits of national jurisdiction.”).

\(^10\) Id. arts. 136–37, 140.

\(^11\) See id. art. 87 (recognizing, inter alia, unenumerated rights).
provides no guidelines on how such resource development should be allocated, managed, and operated.

Figure 1: Maritime zones and rights under the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS).

This constitutes a substantial gap in the LOSC’s framework. Top scientists and policymakers have called for a framework for high seas ORE management, but alarmingly, to date, there is scant legal scholarship on the topic. No scholars have considered an international legal framework to manage ORE development on the high seas. Yet, the discussion must occur before it is too late. Without clear delimitation of rights and responsibilities, uncertainty may stymie development or, alternatively, result in marine environment destruction due to free-for-all exploitation. The time has come for the United Nations Secretary

13 See John Reid, Report of Working Group on Marine Geothermal Energy 1 (2008), https://perma.cc/95RH-F37U (noting that before ORE can be harnessed, legal, political, and environmental issues must be solved). See also David Leary & Miguel Estebar, Climate Change and Renewable Energy from the Ocean and Tides: Calming the Sea of Regulatory Uncertainty, 24 INT’L J. MARINE & COASTAL L. 617, 619 (2009) (observing that regulatory uncertainty impedes development); Robin Whitlock, Ownership of Offshore Wind Farms in the High Seas Needs to be Defined Says Chatham Partners Report, RENEWABLE ENERGY MAG. (Dec. 3, 2019), https://perma.cc/T5BJ-3R8U (highlighting a recent report indicating that although “[d]eveloping technology means offshore wind projects can be built further from shore . . . if such technology were to allow the construction of wind farms in the high seas, the current legal framework would not have the scope to cover such development”).
14 See Reid, supra note 13, at 7–8 (discussing the environmental consequences resulting from uncertain jurisdictional issues).
General to initiate a process for establishing a new international implementing agreement to allocate and manage high seas OREs.

II. OCEAN RENEWABLE ENERGY RENAISSANCE AND THE PUSH TO THE HIGH SEAS

Due to significant investment in ORE research and development, the technology has shifted from the “fringe” to mainstream, creating a robust offshore energy industry. Today, OREs are being commercially developed and deployed around the globe. With the rapid increase of electrical output from OREs, experts anticipate ocean wind, wave energy, and biomass will become important sources of energy in the near future.

A. Wind Power

Since the early 2000s, global wind power capacity increased dramatically and now satisfies over 5% of humanity’s energy demand. In Denmark, wind constitutes over 40% of the energy supply, while in Germany, Ireland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and Uruguay, wind represents over 10% of the power share. Although offshore wind projects in 2019 produced just “.3% of global power generation . . . its potential is vast” and energy output is expected to surge. In Europe and Australia, ocean wind farms have proliferated as higher offshore winds allow turbines to spin on average 10–20% faster than those on land. As of 2020, the global offshore wind market has grown nearly 30% each year for the last decade, 150 new projects are in development, and by 2040, [References]

17 Anmar Frangoul, In the UK, Scientists Are Using Drones to Pick the Best Spots for Tidal Power Installations, CNBC NEWS (Mar. 3, 2021), https://perma.cc/5CEA-CSA9 (discussing the ways better siting and implementation technologies have lowered the costs and risk of ORE projects, thereby increasing the number of projects in the coming years).
18 Jacques, supra note 15.
19 Wind Power Capacity Reaches 546 GW, 60 GW Added in 2017, WORLD WIND ENERGY ASS’N (Feb. 12, 2018), https://perma.cc/GJA7-P4XP.
20 Id.
“offshore wind power capacity is set to increase by at least 15-fold worldwide by 2040, becoming a $1 trillion business” and will “match[ ] capital spending on gas- and coal-fired capacity over the same period.” 23 The European Commission has committed €800 billion (roughly $971 billion) to increase offshore wind production by twenty-five times current capacity by 2050. 24 In the United States, thirty offshore wind projects are in development. 25 The U.S. Department of Energy explains that, as these projects proliferate, they also tend to move further offshore due to more consistently strong winds. 26 Other factors pushing deployment of OREs into the high seas include the availability of ocean space beyond local jurisdiction, 27 reduced permitting costs, 28 lower taxation, 29 the invention of floating, self-aligning turbines (permitting placement in very deep waters and maximizing efficiencies), 30 investments in undersea power transmission cables, 31 and lack of interference with coastal vantages, nearshore fishing, or recreational boating. 32 Environmental concerns may also drive wind farms further out into the high seas. In nearshore waters, spinning wind turbines inadvertently kill a large number of coastal migratory birds in spinning blades; similar concerns, however, do not

23 Offshore Wind Outlook 2019, supra note 21, at 11, 13.
24 Anmar Frangoul, Europe is Planning a 25-fold Increase in Offshore Wind Capacity by 2050, CNBC (Nov. 19, 2020), https://perma.cc/G74K-LVYQ.
27 See WALT MUSIAL ET AL., NAT'L RENEWABLE ENERGY LAB., 2016 OFFSHORE WIND ENERGY RESOURCE ASSESSMENT FOR THE UNITED STATES 38 (2016), https://perma.cc/4M5L-YQ2N (finding that “88.3% of the technical offshore wind resource potential area . . . in the United States is in federal waters [further from shore] and approximately 11.7% of the total technical resource area is in state waters”).
31 Patrick J. Kiger, New Energy Projects Boost the Use of Undersea Power Cables, NAT'L GEOGRAPHIC (Aug. 18, 2014), https://perma.cc/7FZF-BZMJ. See also Steve Hanley, UK Energy Companies Plan Massive Undersea HVDC Cable from Scotland to Britain, CLEANTECHNICA (Nov. 17, 2020), https://perma.cc/5Z3W-WFKH (describing plans for the Eastern Link that will be one of the longest undersea transmission cables once it is constructed).
32 Norton & Pitts, supra note 26.
exist further at sea. Multinational conglomerates are “moving quickly into the floating offshore wind space,” indicating that “the technology is ready for widespread commercial deployment.” Individually, these turbines are growing larger as increased rotor diameter means greater power with longer, more aerodynamic blades. Collectively, massive scale is also necessary for economic viability and to justify substantial initial investment. Consequently, proposed developments are sprawling, multi-turbine wind farms covering vast expanses of ocean space. The largest, Hornsea One, consists of 174 seven-megawatt wind turbines that are 100 meters tall. Located seventy five miles offshore in the North Sea, Hornsea One has spinning blades larger than the London Eye, spans 600 square miles (larger than the Maldives archipelago), and powers over one million homes. Off the United States’ eastern seaboard, mega-wind projects will come online by 2025, including the 250-square mile Ocean Wind Project (three times larger than the District of Columbia). For now, these projects are within the national jurisdiction of EEZs, but the need for greater scale and higher wind efficiencies will push future projects further offshore into the high seas.

B. Wave Power

Wave power is another promising ORE, which captures the kinetic potential energy of ocean waves. According to the International Energy Association, wave energy alone may someday fulfill all human energy demands since it is more constantly reliable than other OREs. Though not yet commercially viable, new technological breakthroughs suggest this may change quickly. The two most common wave energy technologies

36 CHARLIER & FINKL, supra note 22, at 5.
38 Ziady, supra note 37.
40 See OFFSHORE WIND OUTLOOK 2019, supra note 21, at 75, 76.
are attenuators and point absorbers. Structurally, attenuators are long, semi-submerged floating devices that span up to 180 meters, have diameters of four meters, and are made of over 1,350 tons of steel. Each attenuator consists of hinged articulated sections which push hydraulic rams, driving generators to produce electricity as waves pass. In 2008, the first commercial system failed due to buoyancy tank leaks, but engineers appear to have overcome such problems, prompting a wave of new projects. The European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) installed an attenuator off Scotland, and fifty more are planned or are in development in United Kingdom, Portugal, Hawaii, and Oregon. Estimates of the amount of power that might be produced by wave energy projects are staggering. Attenuator designers claim their projects can yield three times more power than a wind farm in the same amount of space and time. The six wave energy projects planned off the coast of Scotland are expected to produce four times the energy as a nuclear power plant and the U.S. Department of Energy reports wave power may become the dominant source of energy for the U.S. West Coast. Yet, critics of attenuators oppose deployment in nearshore areas, claiming they endanger navigation, interfere with coastal fishing, and diminish surfers’ waves. Such opposition will push the attenuators away from the shore.

Point absorber buoys, a variation of this technology, rise and fall with the ocean’s waves at a single point, generating energy as the part floating

---

47 CHARLIER & FINKL, supra note 22, at 12.
48 Jacques, supra note 15; LEVI KILCHER ET AL., NAT’L RENEWABLE ENERGY RES. LAB., MARINE ENERGY IN THE UNITED STATES: AN OVERVIEW OF OPPORTUNITIES, at viii (Feb. 2021) https://perma.cc/W2RE-RRAE (figure ES-1 noting wave energy could be 64% of the West Coast’s regional electricity generation).
49 The Royal Yacht Club demanded authorities prohibit nearshore installations. See, e.g., Wave Hub Adds Floating Wind to Pembrokeshire Wave Project, ROYAL YACHT CLUB (Feb. 23, 2018), https://perma.cc/SCB4-4RMV.
50 Callaway, supra note 41.
51 Christina Williams, Report: Stalled Energy Projects Cost Oregon 21,000 Jobs, SUSTAINABLE BUS. OREG., https://perma.cc/55PB-H76K (last updated May 8, 2011) (explaining that a permit for an offshore wave energy project opposed by the Ocean Surfrider Foundation was withdrawn only a year after it was granted). Cf. Renewable Ocean Energy, BEACHAPEDIA, https://perma.cc/2V83-Y9NS (last visited Mar. 6, 2021) (stating that although little information is known about the impact of wave energy converters on wave characteristics, “[a]n isolated impact, such as reduced wave height for recreational surfers, could possible result”).
on the surface is pulled away from the base, which is anchored to the sea floor. These can be deployed in phenomenal depths—a PowerBuoy was moored in 3,300 feet of water seventy-five miles off the coast of New Jersey.54 Massive multi-buoy farms are planned off the coasts of Australia and Oregon.55 Since wave strength is greatest in open oceans, these OREs eventually will be drawn further out into the high seas.54

C. Biomass Conversion

Another promising ORE technology, biomass conversion, transfers the stored metabolic energy of plants into carbon-neutral fuels.55 In the United States, biomass conversion already produces more energy than all the nation’s hydroelectric dams combined.56 However, land-based biomass farms require considerable land, which is costly and could otherwise be used for agricultural food production.57 At sea, marine organisms (e.g., algae and kelp) grow quickly and abundantly, transforming naturally occurring ocean nutrients into harvestable biomass.58 The photosynthetic efficacy of kelp and algae is four times greater than terrestrial biofuels, meaning it does a much better job of transforming naturally occurring ocean nutrients into harvestable biomass.58


54 Michael Kanellos, FAQ: Energy on the High Seas, CNET (Aug. 15, 2007), https://perma.cc/XRY3-Y8WW (“Waves begin to dissipate energy when the water gets less than 200 meters deep. At 20 meters in depth, a wave might have only one third of the energy it had in deep water.”).

55 James Barber, Biological Solar Energy, 365 PHIL. TRANSACTIONS ROYAL SOC’Y A: MATHEMATICAL, PHYSICAL, AND ENGINEERING SCI. 1007, 1010–11, 1018 (2007) (discussing artificial photosynthesis as an alternative means of energy, explaining that “[b]iomass is the end product of photosynthesis . . . . Many organizations consider ‘biomass power’ as an increasingly attractive option to partially replace fossil fuels”).

56 Id. at 1011 (noting that biomass provides a mean annual production rate of 0.1 terawatts of power, which accounts for roughly 3% of the United States’ energy needs).

57 Ethanol biomass fuels in Brazil and, to a lesser extent in the United States, have proven commercially viable. However, to replace fossil fuels, biomass would need to generate 20 terawatts of power requiring three times the amount of arable land under cultivation today. Id. at 1011–12.

58 See Annie Sneed, Could Our Energy Come from Giant Seaweed Farms in the Ocean?, Sci. Am. (Mar. 16, 2020), https://perma.cc/U62A-LHUT (reporting that the United States government is funding various projects focused on exploring renewable energy sources generated from the ocean, explaining: “Once harvested, seaweed, also known as macroalgae, could potentially be turned into various forms of energy, such as biogas and ethanol, through different chemical processes.”).
converting the sun’s energy into a renewable fuel than plants ashore, offering a potential competitive advantage.\(^\text{59}\) Likewise, ocean biomass requires no arable land, fresh water, fertilizer, or pesticides, and still grows two to three feet per day.\(^\text{60}\) Economically, marine biomass energy conversion could become as cost-effective as coal or nuclear power.\(^\text{61}\) Consequently, ocean biomass farming may soon capture incredible amounts of solar energy. Scandinavia and Japan already adopted nationwide energy plans that rely heavily on kelp to generate power.\(^\text{62}\) In the United States, researchers plan “platform[s] hundreds of meters across and hundreds of meters deep full of kelp plants.”\(^\text{63}\) However, to provide enough biomass-driven electricity for the entire U.S. population, an ocean area about ten times larger than Utah would be required, representing significant coverage of the ocean surface.\(^\text{64}\) Powerful interests, including billionaire Peter Thiel, are rushing to develop “profitable aquaculture farms” on the high seas because “[a]ll land on Earth has been claimed, [making] the ocean[s] . . . humanity’s next frontier.”\(^\text{65}\) Like other OREs, biomass appears destined for expansive farms in international waters.

III. The Existing Framework for High Seas Resources

A. Balancing High Sea Freedoms with Resource Rights

The Law of the Sea has always been concerned with resource allocation. Early jurists opined that ocean resources could not be

---


\(^{63}\) Shapiro \& Evstatieva, supra note 60.


exclusively appropriated by any sovereign. The ancient Roman legal scholar Marcianus declared all the fish in the seas as “communis omnium naturali jure” (common to all by operation of natural law). Yet with the birth of nation-states came jurisdictional claims over trade routes, fishing grounds, and taxation of passing vessels. Grotius’ 1609 treatise Mare Liberum (Freedom of the Seas) countered that the oceans were open for all states to use, but for none to abuse. Still, coastal nations asserted jurisdiction over the sea that they could effectively control. In 1793, then-Secretary of State Thomas Jefferson claimed exclusive United States control of ocean resources up to three nautical miles from the shore. In 1911, Russia expanded its “sovereign” territorial sea to six nautical miles, along with six more for exclusive fishing rights. Other nations extended their claims, primarily to assert control over nearshore fish stocks. Following World War II, the idea that states had a right to the resources beyond national jurisdiction was often reiterated. Nevertheless, state practice was inconsistent. In 1945, U.S. President Harry Truman declared exclusive rights over coastal fisheries and continental shelf resources, unilaterally establishing fish “conservation zones” far beyond the traditional three nautical mile territorial sea limit. “As human
activities crept farther and deeper into the oceans, international conflicts began to grow ... and positivist methods of international law failed to tame this ‘creeping jurisdiction.’” In the rush to control ocean resources, overfishing ensued. Judicial recognition of a lack of rigid rules encouraged states to make even more expansive jurisdictional claims extending national jurisdiction by giving the “imprimatur of legality to the most strongly held, even outright provocative, positions.” The International Court of Justice (ICJ) even held the right to ocean resources could be acquired and lost by prescription in the Fisheries Case. While recognizing that “[t]he delimitation of sea areas has always an international aspect” and “cannot be dependent merely upon the will of the coastal state,” the ICJ nonetheless upheld Norway’s unilateral claim to exclusive jurisdiction based on “historic” dominion and the lack of persistent objection by other nations. In an effort to remedy the incongruous state of legal affairs and bring order to the international system of ocean resource allocation, the International Law Commission drafted conventions concerning the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone (CTS), the Continental Shelf (CCS), the High Seas (CHS), and Fishing and Conservation of Living Resources on the High Seas (CFCLR). The First United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea, held in Geneva in 1958, adopted these conventions allocating resources rights in these zones but without agreeing upon a specific breadth for a territorial sea. The CCS encouraged “creeping coastal jurisdiction” by granting exclusive economic rights on the shelf to the extent a coastal state was capable of the exploitation of the natural resources.

Order No. 9633, Reserving and Placing Certain Resources of the Continental Shelf Under the Control and Jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Interior, 3 C.F.R. § 437 (1945).

Prows, supra note 66, at 253.


Prows, supra note 66, at 253.


Id. at 132, 138, 142, 143.


Convention on the Continental Shelf, arts. 1–2, Apr. 29, 1958, 15 U.S.T. 471, 499 U.N.T.S. 311. (“Continental shelf” refers to the seabed and subsoil of the submarine areas adjacent to the coast but outside the area of the territorial sea, to a depth of 200 metres or, beyond that limit, to where the depth of the superjacent waters admits of the exploitation of the natural resources. The coastal State exercises over the continental shelf sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring it and exploiting its natural resources.”); Erik J. Molenaar, Multilateral Creeping Coastal State Jurisdiction and the BBNJ Negotiations, 36 INT’L J. MARINE & COASTAL L. 5, 11 (2021) (“Once adjacency was generally accepted as a basis for authority at sea, coastal States started claiming new rights and new maritime zones further and further from shore at the expense of the high seas regime. This process of creeping coastal State jurisdiction ... was eventually codified in the 1958 Continental Shelf Convention, 32 which also uses the notion of adjacency in the definition of the continental shelf in Article 1.”).
Perversely, rights allocation on the continental shelf thus depended on “technological capabilities and economic [power]” favoring technologically-advanced, wealthy nations. Maltese Ambassador to the United Nations, Arvid Pardo, feared powerful nations would seize the world’s seabed resources. He called for ocean floor resources beyond national jurisdiction to be the “common heritage of mankind.” The United Nations General Assembly responded by convening the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea in 1973, which aimed to prevent national appropriation of ocean floor resources and came to fruition in the LOSC in 1982.

B. LOSC’s Silence Regarding High Seas OREs

Currently, the legal framework for ocean resource development derives almost entirely from the LOSC. Considered a “Constitution for the Oceans,” the LOSC balances rights and duties among nations to use the ocean and benefit from its resources. Observers claim the LOSC might have been more aptly titled “[the Convention] on the Uses and Ownership of the Ocean and Its Resources,” because it allocates rights to food, oil, energy, minerals, preservation of the environment, and navigation. The LOSC, ratified or acceded to by 168 state parties, with the prominent exception of the United States, is generally followed, even by non-party nations, such that most provisions can be considered customary international law. The LOSC geospatially allocates

---

84 Prows, supra note 66, at 256.
85 See id.
86 See generally Request for the Inclusion of a Supplementary Item in the Agenda of the Twenty-Second Session: Declaration and Treaty Concerning the Reservation Exclusively for Peaceful Purposes of the Sea-Bed and of the Ocean Floor, Underlying the Seas Beyond the Limits of Present National Jurisdiction, and Their Resources in the Interest of Mankind, at ¶ 2, U.N. Doc. A/6695 (Aug. 17, 1967) [hereinafter Note Verbale to the Secretary General]; U.N. GAOR, 22nd Sess., 1515th mtg. at 1, U.N. Doc. A/6695 (Nov. 1, 1967) (“[R]apidly developing technology makes possible the exploration, occupation and exploitation of the world’s sea-beds . . . this capability will lead, indeed is already leading, to appropriation for national use of these areas, with consequences for all our countries that may be incalculable.”).
87 Note Verbale to the Secretary-General, supra note 86, at ¶ 5.
88 G.A. Res. 2749, ¶¶ 1, 7 (Dec. 17, 1970) (declaring seabed resources as “common heritage of mankind” exploitable “for the benefit mankind”).
jurisdictional resource rights to coastal states based on distance from the shore.\textsuperscript{94} Up to twelve miles from the baselines, the LOSC recognizes a coastal state’s sovereignty over “territorial waters,” including all resources therein, but permits foreign vessels “innocent passage.”\textsuperscript{95} Thus, in the territorial sea, the coastal State alone has a sole and absolute right to exploit OREs. Outside the territorial sea and up to two hundred miles from the baselines, the LOSC allows “exclusive economic zones” (EEZ) where all ships can navigate freely, but only the coastal state may exercise sovereign rights for the purpose of exploring and exploiting, conserving and managing the natural resources, whether living or non-living, of the waters superjacent to the sea-bed and of the sea-bed and its subsoil, and with regard to other activities for the economic exploitation and exploration of the zone, such as the production of energy from the water, currents and winds.\textsuperscript{96}

Consequently, in the territorial sea and EEZ, the coastal State alone has the right to exploit OREs. The absence of similar language regarding OREs on the high seas leaves a gaping hole in international ocean law.

1. The Right of All Nations to Develop ORE on the High Seas

On the high seas, which are found beyond the EEZs, freedoms are expansive. Building on Grotius’ principle of \textit{mare liberum},\textsuperscript{97} the LOSC proclaims that all nations have an equal and undivided right to make use of the high seas,\textsuperscript{98} specifically recognizing freedoms of fishing, aircraft overflight, the laying of submarine cables, the constructing of installations, and scientific research.\textsuperscript{99} Importantly, the LOSC recognizes these rights “inter alia,” meaning there are other, unenumerated freedoms.\textsuperscript{100} The only restrictions on high seas activities imposed by

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{95} LOSC, \textit{supra} note 4, arts. 2–3, 7–14, 17.
\textsuperscript{96} Id. arts. 56(1)(a) (emphasis added).
\textsuperscript{97} HUGO GROTIIUS, \textit{THE FREEDOM OF THE SEAS} (James Brown Scott ed., Ralph Van Dam Magoffin trans., 1916) (1608) (translating to “the freedom of the seas”). \textit{Id.} at 7 (“[A]n unimpeachable axiom of the Law of Nations . . . [is that] [e]very nation is free to travel to every other nation, and trade with it.”).
\textsuperscript{98} LOSC, \textit{supra} note 4, art. 87.
\textsuperscript{99} Id.
\textsuperscript{100} Id.
\end{flushright}
LOS Convention are that they be exercised: 1) peacefully,101 2) with due regard for the interest of other states’ high sea freedoms,102 and 3) with due regard for the rights with respect to deep seabed mineral extraction.103 Logically then, under the LOSC’s unenumerated high seas freedoms, every nation has a right to develop OREs on the high seas. The LOSC’s absence of language governing renewable energy on the high seas beyond national jurisdiction starkly contrasts with other parts of the Convention, namely the EEZ and territorial sea, which accord to the coastal State sole rights with respect to OREs.104 This is understandable: In 1982, the LOSC’s drafters were unaware of the potential for OREs on the high seas.105 They did not contemplate expansive floating wind, biomass, and wave energy farms on the high seas. Rather, high seas resources were viewed as a commons and not subjected to exclusive national jurisdiction.

2. OREs as ‘Installations’ Under the LOSC

Legally classifying OREs is challenging due to their novelty. Since floating wind turbines, wave energy devices, and biomass farms are occasionally mobile, it may be tempting to treat them as ships. International law provides “no clear cut definition” of the words “ship,” “vessel,” or “installation,”106 so the terms could possibly encompass floating ORE projects. Although the International Court of Justice considered whether floating oil rigs should be classified as ships under international law, the parties in the case settled before judgement on the matter was issued.107 Scholars have similarly debated whether floating oil rigs constitute ships or installations, yet the International Maritime Organization and insurance companies pragmatically require those rigs to register as vessels while transiting, even though they will eventually become stationary and are then treated as installations.108 By analogy,

---

101 Id. art. 88.
102 Id. art. 87(2).
103 See id. arts. 1, 87 (noting the freedom of the high seas must be exercised with regard for other states’ rights to exploit resources on the ocean floor).
104 See id. arts. 2, 55–56 (outlining a coastal State’s sovereign rights over its territorial sea and sovereign right to exploit its exclusive economic zone for the production of energy from water, currents, or wind).
105 See Nicholas J. Lund, Renewable Energy as a Catalyst for Changes to the High Seas Regime, 15 OCEAN & COASTAL L.J. 95, 98–100 (2010) (explaining that wind and wave energy from the ocean is a very recent development).
108 Hossein Esmaeili, Legal Status of Offshore Oil Rigs in International Law, 50 RHDI 107, 111 (1997). See also Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage Resulting from Exploration and Exploitation of Seabed Mineral Resources art. 1(2), Feb 1, 1977, 16
floating OREs might be considered ships or vessels while navigating but will ultimately be considered “installations” once permanently anchored or physically connected to a power grid.\(^{109}\) Per the LOSC, on the high seas, all states have the “freedom to construct artificial islands and other installations . . . .”\(^{110}\) High sea installations are subject mutatis mutandis “to the same provisions as [EEZ installations],” but the LOSC does not describe what “necessary modifications” are required to make Article 60 (describing EEZ installations) applicable to the high seas.\(^{111}\) Some LOSC drafters had sought to clarify this meaning of mutatis mutandis, but unfortunately, they ultimately did not.\(^{112}\) This has created confusion among legal scholars regarding which provisions related to installations in the EEZ also apply to high seas installations. The most logical interpretation would apply provisions governing onboard safety and navigation around installations but not incorporate provisions related to coastal state economic rights. Yet, some scholars, most notably Nicholas Lund and Kieran Dwyer, interpret mutatis mutandis in Article 60 to mean coastal states “have the exclusive right to construct [and exercise] an exclusive jurisdiction over [high seas ORE installations],” such that adjacent coastal states could prohibit other states from developing high seas OREs.\(^{113}\) However, such arguments are problematic as they undermine the LOSC’s regime of free and nonexclusive rights to the high seas resources. Lund neglects that the fundamental difference between the EEZ and high seas is resource allocation, when arguing coastal states should have exclusive control of expansive tracts of high seas for permanent ORE installations. Such a position also conflicts with Article 87(1)(d)’s non-exclusivity provision which enunciates that “all States” have the “freedom to construct . . . installations permitted under

---


\(^{111}\) LOSC supra note 4, art. 87(1)(d) (emphasis added).

\(^{112}\) Id. arts. 80, 87(1)(d); Mutatis Mutandis, Black’s Law Dictionary (7th ed. 1999) (defining mutatis mutandis as “[a]ll necessary changes having been made; with the necessary changes”).

\(^{113}\) Indonesia had attempted to clarify the use of the term “mutatis mutandis,” but the Committee Chairman, Ambassador Aguilar, refused, claiming that such specifications would make the articles too long. BARBARA KWIAKOWSKA & ETTY R. AGOES, ARCHIPELAGIC WATERS: AN ASSESSMENT OF NATIONAL LEGISLATION IN LAW OF THE SEA AT THE CROSSROADS: THE CONTINUING SEARCH FOR A UNIVERSALLY ACCEPTED REGIME 142 (Rudiger Wolfrum ed., 1991).

\(^{114}\) Kieran Dwyer, UNCLOS: Securing the United States’ Future in Offshore Wind Energy, 18 MINN. J. INT’L L. 265, 279 (2009). Lund, supra note 105, at 108 (“Article 87(1)(d) [notes] all States have the ‘freedom to construct . . . other installations . . . subject to Part VI . . . which provides that ‘Article 60 applies mutatis mutandis’ [so] the coastal State shall have the exclusive right to construct . . . installations and structures for the purposes provided for in article 56 and other economic purposes.’ Article 60 gives the coastal State complete jurisdiction over their installations and structures . . . . Finally, Article 56 gives the coastal State the sovereign right to exploit natural resources in the EEZ.”).
international law, subject to Part VI,” and explicitly declares rights to exploit continental shelf resources do not “affect the legal status of the superjacent waters . . . or the air space above those waters.” Consequently, the current regime is most logically understood as permitting all states a nonexclusive right to develop high seas OREs.

C. Problems with the Status Quo

The existing legal framework provided by the LOSC is inadequate to regulate ORE development. Troublingly, the current framework leaves regulation to flag states who have a poor record of providing meaningful oversight. This laissez-faire approach to high seas OREs might also increase international tensions by interfering with navigational freedoms, encouraging spatial discontinuity of economic rights, and failing to constrain extensions of coastal state jurisdiction into the high seas. Unchecked, the existing framework may lead to unfair and environmentally destructive outcomes.

1. Insufficient Flag State Regulation

Since the high seas lack a centralized authority to govern, legal order is “ensured primarily by the flag State.” Flag states, the nations where the installations are registered, would be responsible for regulation and oversight. Under the LOSC, flag states exercise exclusive jurisdiction over administrative, technical, and social matters. However, experience shows flag states often fail to provide adequate oversight with so-called “flags of convenience” offering low-cost registration, loose environmental and operational requirements, and weak enforcement. Making flag states the primary governor for high seas ORE installations may result in more problems as flag states have a perverse incentive in the form of registration fees to encourage multiple developments with little oversight, potentially causing disorderly and excessive development without due regard for the rights of other nations or the environment.
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114 LOSC, supra note 4, arts. 78, 87, 135 (similarly, Article 135 refers to Area beyond the continental shelf).
118 Flag states must ensure safety at sea of ships including construction, seaworthiness, manning, training, and gear to prevent collisions. LOSC, supra note 4, arts. 92, 94.
2. Threat to Navigational Freedoms

The freedom of the seas concept was intended for moving ships and is certainly not carte blanche to deploy expansive, permanent ORE installations on the high seas. Vast anchored farms covering substantial tracts of ocean space for commercial purposes will occupy spaces currently free for navigation. From a safety of navigation standpoint, this will surely hamper vessels from freely traveling and restrict routing options. While under the LOSC, new installations would have to show “due regard for the interests of other states high sea freedoms,” it remains unclear how to appropriately balance high seas ORE installation rights of one state against the navigational freedoms of other seagoing states. Would the creation of dedicated sea lanes across the oceans be sufficient or would such narrowing represent an impermissible constraint of freedom of navigation? There are no internationally agreed upon standards by which to gauge these questions. Large ORE installations on the high seas would be particularly alarming to navies as they would constrict area available for transit, making naval movements more predictable and thus the warships more easily targeted and attacked. Submarines would be particularly hindered by ORE anchors in the high seas. High seas ORE installations are something new with very different characteristics and dynamics than past installations; the current framework does not effectively balance OREs with navigational freedoms.

3. Lack of Environmental Safeguards

The current framework permits rapid deployment of substantial infrastructure into the high seas without full understanding of the consequences. This could wreak havoc on natural systems. Environmentalists claim wind farm anchors may confuse migrating whales, turbines kill seabirds, and underwater noise vibrations disorient marine life with sensitive sonar navigation. With few ecological studies of ORE environmental impacts, much remains unknown. Will biomass

---

120 See William R. Hawkins, Reaffirming Freedom of the Seas, FOUND. ECON. EDUC. (Mar. 1, 1982), https://perma.cc/R7GH-XAYN (stating that the freedom of the seas is “the right to navigate through the global expanse of the oceans as one sees fit”).

121 LOSC, supra note 4, art. 87(2).


farms deplete ocean oxygen and nutrients? Will devices impede migrations? Will undersea cables interrupt the untouched habitats of the ocean floor? Ecologist fear overexploitation and environmental degradation of shared resources will result in “the tragedy of the commons.” Overfishing offers a forewarning corollary. Until the twentieth century, no one imagined the ocean could run out of fish, yet by the mid-century, large commercial factory-fishing ships had rapidly depleted fish stocks. Overfishing decimated fish populations because “people have interpreted the ‘freedom of the seas’ to include an unlimited right to fish them.” Technological developments, such as trawler fishing, radar fish-finding, aerial-spotting, and refrigerated ships, exacerbated the problem. Many fish stocks were completely wiped out, thus jeopardizing ecological stability and food supply in reliant communities. By 2005, over 75% of fish stocks were over-exploited or depleted. The LOSC, despite containing specific provisions on the conservation and management of living resources on the high seas, had little impact. Per the LOSC, all states have the right to fish on the high seas but must cooperate with other states to manage resources “with due regard for the interests of other States.” The LOSC similarly mandates regional fisheries management organizations (RFMOs) and even provides instructions for determining the maximum allowable catch. But these RFMOs have been largely ineffective at preventing fishery degradation due to fragmentation, inconsistency, lack of enforcement capacity, focus on specific species rather than ecosystems, and an unwillingness to consider broader environmental impacts of fisheries operations. The fisheries example serves as a cautionary tale about overexploitation of common resources absent a strong framework for environmental

125 Wertenbaker I, supra note 71 (noting catch quantity increased four-fold as overfishing depleted fish stocks).
127 Scheiber, supra note 3.
131 LOSC, supra note 4, arts. 87(2), 116–19.
132 Id. arts. 118–20.
protection. If ORE development begins without a comprehensive plan for safeguarding the environment, the pattern of ecological harm caused by rushing to capture resources could be repeated. The U.N. General Assembly recognized the inadequacy of existing rules to safeguard high seas environments and called for “an international legally binding instrument . . . on the conservation and sustainable use of marine biological diversity of areas beyond national jurisdiction,” but to date, no convention has been agreed upon.¹³⁴

When consequences are potentially damaging, a precautionary approach is prudent. The Rio Declaration on Environment and Development includes precautionary environmental protection.¹³⁵ Principle 15 says “to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely applied by States,” albeit “according to their capabilities.”¹³⁶ Principle 17 calls for environmental impact reports to be undertaken if there are possible “significant adverse impact[s] on the environment” which may cause “serious or irreversible damage.”¹³⁷ These principles are nonbinding, thus offering no legal effect.¹³⁸ However, some states and scholars argue the precautionary approach has become customary international law.¹³⁹ Yet, despite many states evidencing the practice of following the precautionary approach, the reluctance of other states and international tribunals to adopt the principle suggests a lack of opinio juris to accept the norm as a binding rule.¹⁴⁰ At sea, the LOSC mandates parties “protect and preserve the marine environment,” but it does not generally incorporate the precautionary principle.¹⁴¹ The International Seabed Authority (ISA), an institution created by the LOSC to manage mineral mining on the ocean floor beyond national jurisdiction,¹⁴² does “apply a precautionary approach” “to ensure effective protection for the marine environment from harmful effects,”¹⁴³ but it...


¹³⁶ Id. princ. 15.

¹³⁷ Id. princ. 17.


¹⁴⁰ Id. at 568–71.

¹⁴¹ LOSC, supra note 4, art. 192.

¹⁴² Id. arts. 1, 156–57.

¹⁴³ Michael W. Lodge, International Seabed Authority’s Regulations on Prospecting and Exploration for Polymetallic Nodules in the Area, 20 J. ENERGY & NAT. RES. L. 270, 288
only applies to the seabed. The International Tribunal for Law of the Seas (ITLOS) mandate imposing the “precautionary approach” is limited only to deep seabed mining based on the authority the LOSC invested in the ISA to create regulations for that area of the seabed.\textsuperscript{144} For ORE on the surface, no similar environmental protection exists to account for the many unknowns. The current regime has no requirement to take a precautionary approach and lacks the regulatory scope, breadth, and authority to prevent harm to the marine environment.

\subsection*{4. National Appropriation of High Seas Resources}

An area of potential international dispute, likely to be exacerbated by ORE development, is the extent to which a coastal state can claim exclusive rights and extraterritorial jurisdiction over economic resources in different parts of the ocean. Under the LOSC, coastal states maintain control of resources on the surface and in the water column out to 200 nm from shore under EEZ rights.\textsuperscript{145} On the seafloor, coastal states have been given exclusive rights to develop continental shelf resources out to 350 nm (or further depending on the ocean floor topography characteristics).\textsuperscript{146} OREs on the surface and in the water column beyond the EEZ cannot be nationally appropriated. Yet, some nations have done just that. The United States, while not a party to the LOSC, asserts a right to manage the development of surface wind and ocean current energy projects on its “federally owned Outer Continental Shelf” (OCS).\textsuperscript{147} The United States Congress amended the Outer Continental Shelf Lands (2002), International Seabed Authority, \textit{Considerations Relating to the Regulations for Prospecting and Exploration for Hydrothermal Polymetalic Sulphides and Cobalt-rich Ferromanganese Crusts in the Area}, reg. 33 ¶ 2, ISBA/7/C/2 (May 29, 2001).

\textsuperscript{144} Responsibilities and Obligations of States Sponsoring Persons and Entities with Respect to Activities in the Area, Case No. 17, Request for Advisory Opinion of Feb. 1, 2011, ITLOS Rep. 10, paras. 104, 127, 148, 161, 236 (Recognized states must comply with the “regulations and procedures of the [ISA], . . . and its obligation[s]”; “[t]he provisions of the aforementioned Regulations transform this non-binding statement of the precautionary approach in the Rio Declaration into a binding obligation”; “Thus, in light of the customary rule mentioned by the ICJ, it may be considered that environmental impact assessments should be included in the system of consultations and prior notifications set out in article 142 of the Convention with respect to ‘resource deposits in the Area which lie across limits of national jurisdiction.’”; “the provisions of the Nodules Regulations and the Sulphides Regulations [of the ISA] that set out the obligation for the sponsoring State to apply a precautionary approach in ensuring effective protection of the marine environment”; “the obligation to apply a precautionary approach [to the area]”).

\textsuperscript{145} LOSC, supra note 4, arts. 56–57.

\textsuperscript{146} Id. arts. 76–77.

Act\textsuperscript{148} with the Energy Policy Act of 2005\textsuperscript{149} (EP Act) to regulate activities that “produce or support production, transportation, or transmission of energy sources \textit{other than oil and gas}”\textsuperscript{150} over the continental shelf, such as “development of wind, ocean wave, and ocean current resources on the OCS for the purpose] of . . . generating electricity.”\textsuperscript{151} In 2010, U.S. Secretary of the Interior created the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM), which has since leased multiple areas over the OCS to ORE developers.\textsuperscript{152} Yet, this practice directly conflicts with Article 78 of the LOSC, which states that the “rights of the coastal State over the continental shelf do not affect the legal status of the superjacent waters.”\textsuperscript{153} Nevertheless, BOEM uses “attachment to the seabed” of anchors and power cables as a jurisdictional hook.\textsuperscript{154} The United States’ extension of national jurisdiction into ocean space of the high seas above the continental shelf frustrates the LOSC’s freedom of the seas principles. If other nations were to follow suit in declaring jurisdiction over the OREs above their continental shelves, it would constitute a serious erosion of free access to high seas resources. Crafting a new treaty framework for OREs would discourage unilateral actions and unify state practice.

5. Spatial Discontinuity Created by ORE

High seas ORE exacerbates a spatial discontinuity in the law that could lead to conflicts. For instance, as described above, the United States’ claims to control the surface ORE, based on the country’s extended continental shelf, could conflict with other nations’ high seas freedom to fish at the same location. This problem also arises with respect to a potential clash between high seas ORE and surface activities related to mining on the seabed. The LOSC states that “shipboard processing immediately above a mine site of minerals derived from that [Area] mine site” should be included in “activities in the Area.”\textsuperscript{155} Thus, a ship processing minerals on the surface above the Area would be governed by the International Seabed Authority, while a floating biomass farm in the same location would not. This potential for conflict raises interesting

\textsuperscript{153} LOSC, \textit{supra} note 4, art. 78.
\textsuperscript{154} Office of Renewable Energy Mgmt., \textit{supra} note 151 (“Any activities supporting . . . the development of wind, wave, and current resources—including resource assessment, research, and technology testing activities—that entail the temporary or permanent attachment of a structure or device to the seabed generally require a lease . . . .”).
\textsuperscript{155} LOSC, \textit{supra} note 4, art. 17(2)(f).
questions about the relationship between the activities on the surface and on the seabed. Would the mere presence of an anchor on the seabed give the continental shelf state, as the United States asserts, or the Deep Seabed Authority jurisdiction over an ORE project on the surface? What if the coastal nation has the right to develop the continental shelf but other states have the right to develop ORE on the surface? Both have rights under the LOSC, so which governing entity should yield when conflicts arise? What is the meaning of “due regard” in such situations? These questions highlight why the LOSC’s provisions appear inadequate to regulate high seas ORE development.

6. Lack of Judicially Recognizable Standards for Resolving ORE Disputes

While the current LOSC framework provides dispute resolution mechanisms, it lacks any guidance on how disputes related to OREs on the high seas should be resolved. When issues arise, existing institutions, such as the ICJ, ITLOS, and IMO, would be forced to manage potential disputes without clear guidance. Beyond the challenge for legal advisors and jurists trying to discern judicial standards, uncertainty regarding legal rights may deter investment in OREs at a time when the world needs to rapidly develop ORE resources to meet climate change greenhouse gas emission reduction targets. Investors in capital-intensive projects desire unambiguous and predictable legal regimes, so they can be assured their investments will be protected and rights recognized.

IV. POTENTIAL APPROACHES TO HIGH SEAS ORE MANAGEMENT

Without a legal intervention in the form of a new international framework, the current language of the LOSC will allow for the development of high seas OREs on a first-come-first-served basis. On the ocean surface, ORE would be treated as installations and development would be regulated only by the flag state without any meaningful international organization mechanism. Such a hodgepodge approach, almost inevitably, will result in interstate conflict as nations compete for the best locations. In the rush to seize high sea OREs, states will also likely fail to assess environmental impacts. As the United Nations confronts the challenges and opportunities of ORE development, a new regime must be fashioned that is orderly, fair, and environmentally

156 LOSC, supra note 4, arts. 279–99 (detailing the procedures for dispute resolution under LOSC).
157 See supra notes 11–14 and accompanying text.
159 See discussion supra Part III.C.3.
sound. There are four distinct approaches to ORE allocation and managements: the *laissez faire* status quo, grants of national areas of exclusive control over high seas areas for ORE development (essentially an extended EEZ for energy), regional management organizations, and a global administrative entity.

**A. Extending Coastal State Exclusive Economic Control**

A new regime could grant exclusive economic control of high seas OREs to geographically proximate coastal states. This would recognize coastal states’ interests in controlling high seas OREs, which will likely connect to the coastal state’s power grid and link to transmission cables in its EEZ. Such an approach finds a corollary in the LOSC’s extended continental shelf regime, which grants coastal states “exclusive” rights to natural resources on and in the seabed and subsoil, which can stretch out to 350 nautical miles or more from the baseline, depending on undersea topography.\(^{160}\) This type of framework would efficiently allocate rights to the states most likely to derive the most benefit. It may also incentivize local investment in high seas OREs if coastal states felt a sense of nationalistic pride in “ownership.” This approach efficiently allocates resources and would utilize the previously agreed upon formulas for determining the boundaries. However, this approach may ignite disputes as the exclusive allocation of ocean space, which would otherwise be considered high seas, diminishes the global commons available to all nations. The expansion of exclusive rights further into the high seas would conflict with Arvid Pardo’s notion of high seas resources as common “heritage of mankind.”\(^{161}\) Such a plan may enjoy support from states, like the United States, that would be able to expand their economic reach, and ire from land-locked countries with no coasts, such as Mongolia, Malawi, and Bolivia and states that cannot contiguously expand their EEZs due to constraining geographic conditions such as opposing coasts, like Bangladesh, China, Germany, and Kenya. This option would also create the problem of determining how far across the high seas coastal states should be able to exert sovereign rights beyond the 200 nautical miles currently permitted for EEZs.

**B. Non-Contiguous Exclusive ORE Development Zones**

One alternative would be to grant states exclusive economic rights to high seas ORE in specified tracts of the ocean that are not necessarily contiguous with existing maritime jurisdictions. While such a system would be simple and easy to administer; it would be difficult to establish. Determining a method for allocating exclusive zones, separate from states’ existing EEZs and continental shelf claims, would be fraught with

\(^{160}\) LOSC, *supra* note 4, arts. 76(1),(6), 77.

\(^{161}\) *See supra* notes 86–89 and accompanying text.
difficulty. What will be the bases for such allocations? Terrestrial size, population, physical proximity, site energy potential, current types of power, expected future usage, or economic need? What authority would exist to divide the oceans? Drafting committees, consensus, experts, ICJ, or ITLOS? Would the threat of non-participating states completely undermine such a regime? Such a process would likely generate more disputes than it would resolve. Getting nations to even agree on a structure for allocating resources would be diplomatically tedious. This national appropriation of oceans resources neglects the importance of communal decision-making and cooperation.

C. Regional Organizations

Another approach would rely on voluntary associations of regional states to manage OREs for mutual benefit based on ongoing diplomatic negotiations. Such associations would avoid the contentiousness of allocating permanent rights and provide flexibility to adjust relationships over time to account for changing technologies or climatic conditions. These organizations could also tailor ORE management based on regional concerns and contexts, rather than applying a blanket rule to the entire world, thus encouraging regional experimentation in organizational structures, instead of imposing a global standard. However, regional organizations are inherently exclusive and would not result in global equity. The ORE potential of one region, for instance the Antarctic Circle with powerful gusts, may be vastly greater than in places with less wind, waves, and biomass opportunity. Further, without a significant exclusionary mechanism, there would be nothing to prevent an outsider from harnessing renewable energy resources within the zone being managed by the regional organization. The free entry into the system by outsiders would undermine the regime. In the fisheries context, regional fishery management organizations struggle to control free riders.\textsuperscript{162} However, regional states can often assert diplomatic or pragmatic pressures (such as preserving the future viability and sustainability of the fishing stock) to cause free-riders to eventually integrate into the responsible resource management organization.\textsuperscript{163} Similar mechanisms for compelling cooperation would not necessarily exist with the transmission of power from high seas OREs projects, because the LOSC recognizes the rights of all nations to lay undersea cables (even through the EEZ of another country).\textsuperscript{164} Consequently, regional organizations may


\textsuperscript{164} LOSC, supra note 4, art. 58.
not be able to control outsiders in ways necessary to effectively manage
regional OREs. Regional plans would fail to create a uniform global
framework and result in unequitable resource allocation among states.

D. Universal Internationalist Management Authority

A final method of managing the world’s OREs would vest authority
in a singular, global entity entrusted to allocate development rights,
disperse revenues in an equitable fashion, and comprehensively protect
marine environments. Such a plan would be consistent with the idea that
the resources of the high seas belong to the global community to be
shared. The LOSC provides an example of this type of unitary
authority, the ISA, to manage common resources such as rare metallic
nodules on the sea floor. In the 1960s and 1970s, investors spent a half
a billion dollars identifying potential deposits and developing technology
to mine the seafloor. Developing nations viewed deep sea resources as
“common heritage of mankind” to be shared by the international
community, resulting in the LOSC’s establishment of ISA to control all
deep-sea mining in international areas. Per the LOSC, the “Authority
shall provide for the equitable sharing of financial and other economic
benefits . . . on a non-discriminatory basis.” The ISA has adopted
regulations for prospecting polymetallic nodules and granted exclusive
mining rights to designated tracts of the seabed to companies backed by
governments. Proceeds fund an endowment for marine scientific
research and developing country educational scholarships. In this way,
the unified authority provides the broadest sharing of benefits but
requires the most sophisticated and complex legal framework to
implement.

165 See id. art. 136 (“The Area and its resources are the common heritage of mankind.”).
166 Nii Odunton, Deputy to the Secretary-General, Int’l Seabed Auth., International Seabed Area – Common Heritage of Mankind Exploration and Exploitation of Nonliving Resources 1 (Sept. 26, 2002), https://perma.cc/YQ9Y-2D5W.
167 Private firms from the United States, Canada, the U.K., Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Japan, as well as state-entities from the Soviet Union, India, and China worked to mine nodules. Id. at 2.
168 Lund, supra note 105, at 117–18.
170 LOSC, supra note 4, arts. 136, 140.
171 Odunton, supra note 166, at 3–4.
Additionally, the ISA model remains unproven as seafloor mining is not commercially viable.\(^\text{173}\) ISA officials concede the LOSC erred in creating a regulatory framework and costly bureaucracy in the absence of proven technology.\(^\text{174}\) Moreover, nonparticipating states, such as the United States, may undermine the Authority’s ability to maintain exclusive control of the resource.\(^\text{175}\) This illustrates that, for such an endeavor to be feasible, virtually all nations would need to participate to prevent free-rider problems. Achieving global consensus might be difficult, especially in light of rising nationalistic sentiment in many countries that tends to disfavor international organizations. Additionally, a global authority is no guarantee of sufficient equitable sharing or environmental protection.\(^\text{176}\) ICJ Judge Shigeru Oda consistently “deplored the lack . . . of equitable distribution” of ocean resources.\(^\text{177}\) Environmentalists deride the ISA for declaring virtually all of the Area open to mining without ample ecological preserves.\(^\text{178}\) Yet, despite these flaws, the ISA does offer a model of an international unitary authority with the capacity and global trusts to collectively manage ocean resources.

V. HOW THE UNITED NATIONS SHOULD IMPLEMENT A HYBRID APPROACH

The United Nations should take the lead. States committed to renewable energy sustainability should champion this initiative as a top priority.\(^\text{179}\) The General Assembly should call for a new conference on the law of the sea to address OREs in a new treaty (just as when creating the LOSC),\(^\text{180}\) but this process would take time and significant diplomatic effort. The framework for ORE development could also be added as a relevant and important annex to the forthcoming United Nations


\(^{174}\) Odunton, supra note 166, at 4.


\(^{178}\) Westly, supra note 176.


Intergovernmental Conference on the Conservation and Sustainable Use of Marine Biodiversity of Areas Beyond National Jurisdiction (BBNJ).181 Alternatively, the General Assembly could call on the Secretary General to initiate state consultations and propose a new LOSC implementing agreement on OREs for ratification by states parties following the procedures successfully employed in 1994 to change aspects of the LOSC’s deep seabed mining regime.182 Legally, an implementing agreement would act as a specialized addendum to the LOSC, providing a convenient way for states parties to address OREs. Such an agreement should adopt a hybrid approach to ORE allocation and management by granting coastal states extended rights above their OCSs while collectively managing ORE above the deep seabed Area through a unitary global authority akin to the ISA. The rights to exclusively exploit OREs should align with the existing OCS and deep seabed regimes. Granting coastal states exclusive control of high seas OREs above their OCS prudently reflects their special interests and pragmatically takes into account that energy will most likely be transported to them as the nearest country. Allowing coastal states to concurrently manage ORE resources on the surface and those on the seafloor will avoid conflicts and ease coordination of development. Consistent with the LOSC, the ICJ, ITLOS, or arbitral panel could be given jurisdiction over high seas ORE disputes. By adopting such a new framework, states would provide guidelines to enable international judicial bodies to justly rule on disputes in a realm lacking prior state practice and customary existing law due to the novelty of OREs.183

---


183 See, e.g., LOSC, supra note 4, arts. 279–87 (detailing the procedure for dispute settlement).
Figure 2: Proposed maritime zones and rights, including the extended EEZ for OREs above coastal states’ continental shelves and an ISA-managed OREs above the Area.\textsuperscript{184}

OREs located above the ISA-managed deep seabed Area should be managed by a unitary global authority on behalf of states parties. The ISA could fulfill the unitary management role. From an efficiency standpoint, the authority would provide a “one-stop-shop” for management and licensing rights for developers, as well as a single point of contact for deconfliction for fishers and transporters, while providing clear channels of oversight and regulation. Pragmatically, this would enable uniform and universally consistent development of OREs. Simultaneously, it would preserve environmentally sensitive areas by adopting the precautionary principle, as it did for deep seabed mining.\textsuperscript{185} The centralization of authority might lead to the development of more professional administrators and enable better mechanisms to ensure globally consistent navigational safety and operating procedures. The ISA, with its existing bureaucracy, structure, expertise in ocean resources, relationships, and operating procedures, appears well-suited to take on the additional role of managing high seas OREs above the deep seabed area. This allocation would avoid discontinuity between surface and seafloor activities while reflecting existing guidelines for determining the extent of the OCS with respect to the area. Revenues from high seas ORE managed by the unitary global authority would be distributed for the betterment of all peoples with profits directed to the U.N. Development Program, U.N. Children’s Fund, World Health Organization, or humanitarian efforts. This would allow all nations to benefit from ORE development regardless of geographic location or technical and economic capacity.

VI. CONCLUSION

The United Nations Secretary General should initiate an international effort to develop a comprehensive new treaty to allocate and manage OREs on the high seas. Recent technological advances make OREs economically viable, and multiple factors will push them into the high seas. Under the current regime, all nations are free to exploit high seas resources and develop installations. The proliferation of vast high seas ORE farms will fundamentally change the way humanity utilizes ocean space by disrupting traditional navigational freedoms and potentially harming fragile ecosystems. Without intervention, the risk of interstate conflict and environmental damage are high. The United Nations has the opportunity now, before interests become entrenched, to

\textsuperscript{184} Adapted from U.N. ENV'T PROGRAMME, CONTINENTAL SHELF: THE LAST MARITIME ZONE 9 (Tina Schoolmeester & Elaine Baker eds., 2009), https://perma.cc/N7FN-KUJX.

\textsuperscript{185} About ISA, supra note 169.
proactively intervene by crafting a more equitable and prudent framework promoting cooperation for the “benefit of mankind as a whole.” Such a framework could be created through a new implementing agreement or as annex to the BBNJ, which is currently being negotiated. A hybrid approach would most prudently guide the development of OREs by permitting coastal states to exercise exclusive economic control over OREs above their internationally recognized continental shelves, while granting rights above the Area to the international community, under management of the ISA, with proceeds benefiting international charitable causes. This new system for managing high seas OREs would be efficient, fair, and environmentally sound.

186 LOSC, supra note 4, arts. 136, 140.